
Vocabulary Challenge 
Here are three interesting words. Can you find 

out their meaning? 

MESSAGE FROM MR BROOKES 

 

And in a flash, we’re 

halfway through the 

academic year!  

Spring term is always a 

favourite for most 

teachers. Children are 

engaged and focussed 

without the impending 

distraction of summer 

holidays or Christmas; so real, tangible progress is made 

by all. 

Excitingly, Bure Valley class teachers have just 

completed our first whole-school comparative 

judgement task. This involved all the children in the 

school completing a piece of creative writing about the 

‘worst ever day of school’. They were then all scanned 

and digitally judged by a range of staff. It has been a 

really interesting task that is already showing some really 

valuable points for development and enrichment as a 

school. 

 My favourite part of this process was reading all of 

the fantastically imaginative, engaging and fun stories 

that were written by our children - many of which we 

wouldn’t usually get to see work by! 

 

Here’s to next half term being just as positive! 

Mr Brookes  
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Book Reviews 
We would love to feature 

more book reviews written by 

children, for children. 
 

Here’s what to consider:  

 

You can write about 

anything that you have 

read! It could be your 

library book, or a poetry 

collection you have at 

home! 

 

Consider what you liked, or 

disliked, about the book. 

Why was it great? 

 

Who would enjoy this 

book? Who is this book for 

fans of? 

 

Why should I read this 

book? 

 
In return, your review will be 

printed in this newsletter! As 

well as receiving a bundle of 

house points! Feel free to write 

as much, or as little as you 

like! 

Hand your submissions in to Mr 

Brookes, Mrs Howard, or the 

school office. 
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WOLRD BOOK DAY = VOCAB DAY! 
Last year,we celebrated World Book Day by dressing up as an 

interesting word! World Book Day is March 7th this year and we’d like 

to do this again. We have a big focus on vocabulary as a school and 

this is the perfect time to show off all those new words you’ve learnt!  

Here are some ideas from last year. 

SPOOKY STORIES - ENGLISH IN ACTION 
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English in Action 

Ornithology & Hazardous 

Perculiar & Exotic Incarcerated 



BOOK REVIEWS 
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Charlie Bone and the Time Twister by Jenny Nimmo     

Review by Gilby Evans 

Can Charlie use his special powers to save Henry 

from Ezekiel Bloor’s evil plans or does he have to 

turn for help from his gifted academy 

friends? This book really caught my imagination 

and made me want to read more. There were 

things like humungous birds, flying people, people 

who could jump into books, characters that could make thunder 

storms and even a boy that could talk to animals. I really liked that 

they were on an adventure because it kept me captivated. There 

was a head boy called Manfred Bloor and he was trying to stop 

Charlie from rescuing Henry and the bad thing about Manfred 

was that he could hypnotise; this really added to the tension. Also, 

they were sneaking around the building of Bloor’s academy and I 

nearly fell out of my bed as it was so exciting! 

Boy Underwater by Adam Baron         Review by Evie Cordner 

This book is about a boy called Cymbeline. He’s 10 years old and 

has a lot of friends but this all changes when he finds out a family 

secret through a sudden breakdown. 

 

I love this story because it has a mix of emotions; 

some hilarious buts and some rather sad parts. 

Although it is very intriguing! 

 

This story of Boy Underwater is an amazing 

novel. Can Cymbeline Igloo figure out the 

mystery of why his mum never takes him near 

water? 



QUIDDITCH GAME COMMENTARY 
by Stanley Melchers 
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ROMAN REPORT 
by Zack Picton 
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